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The theme of my paper is to present some of the possibile crossing points of the hegelian philosophy 

and the psychoanalysis. Its closer goal is to give some new interpretations and approches to the 

hegelian thought throught interpretations of textes. Its other goal is to make more familiar the 

psychoanalitical thought to Phenomenology. 

Husserl is very clear about the danger ’ psychologism ’ can cause to the science: it is inacceptable for 

him to provide psychological foundation for logical concepts. 

This paper, however stand by the side of some kind of ’psychologism’, in its husserlian sense, and 

looks for possible interferences of psychological and logical concepts, but does it consciously and with  

some important presuppositios about: 

Presuppositions 

a. so-called „psychotic phenomena” are accesible for the phenomenological experience.  

In order to have this, we need not to fall sick, because even the healthy personality may have and 

mostly actually has a „psychotic part”. Not rarely, this experience raises so that traditional answers to 

basic issues of philosophy are driven back to the basis of the problem. It places questionmarks on 

these answers without however anchoring by a sort of „sceptic attitude”: they better push apart the 

problem itself, along with the answers on it, far to the infinitum. The origin of these problems however 

may be caught for the phenomenology just in these „psychotic phenomena” . They raise simply as a 

painful and „unsupportable thought”, as a metaphisical disease, as a torturing paradox. Many ones 

described already, in many ways, the experience of depersonalisation for instance. We may say that 

this kind of experiences can question empiricaly the kantian unity of apperception: partly the very unity 

of this unity, and also the a priori nature of it. They make we aware of the danger of disintegration of 

this unity, and of the possible event, that the X that should only accompany silently my thoughts 

become greedy and laudly make hear his own voice  doubleing violently my personality. 

The concepts of alienation and nagation are also used by Hegel. But what kind of experiences can one 

have about them? 

Experiences of alienation can be also gentle and mild of course; I can feel myself alienated from one of 

my friends or thoughts, whitout being a psychotic person. But what about the alienation of my own 

movements? If I feel all the surrounding world strange; or I can no more distinguish inner reality from 

the outside? When I become unable to feel some states of mind as mines? Alienation thought as 

metaphisical illness can be described also as an surprising event of an epoché, which become at once 

autonomous and indipendent from our willing mind, and the reality of the outside world become 

suspended. The natural evidency come lost. 
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This kind of ’psychotic’ experiences can be objects of phenomenological research. The  theoretical 

results of phenomenological pschychiatry illustrates it hopefully. The phenomenological psychiatry tries 

to understand modifications of the patient’s reality in its temporal and spatial structure and to find points 

on whitch the constitution of the ’Lebenswelt’ was got out of the right track. 

 While phenomenological psychiatry makes us aware of the dangers the unity of the Self can endure, it 

will rise suspects against the same husserlian starting point of phenomenology, indeed the ’ego’. But a 

theory that sees the couses of the illness in the transcendental and a priori constitution of the ego will 

not be able to cure this kind of problems. 

Psychoanalitical thougt is not strictly phenomenological, however speaks about the same problems of 

phenomenological psychiatry. Its advantage is that  sees the constitution of the ego as a proccess, and 

so it can make possible the access to its deformations formed during the developmental history of the 

person. Phenomenological psychiatry instead don’t give up with the husserlian concepts of 

transcendentality, so can not assicure a possibly recovery to a patient who feels lost his natural 

evidency and his own personal unity. 

The only a priori for psychoanalitical thought  can be called ’original affectivity’. It means that feelings of 

love, hate, and envy will determinate the dialectical constitution and the futher development of the self.  

Structure of the thesis 

I define in the first chapter to which of the current psychoanalitical theories I wish to link to. I 

summarise the relation of this called, object relation theory, to the classical freudian doctrine. 

Also I introduce three representatives of the object relation theory (Melanie Klein, Winnicott 

and W. Bion) the thinking of them had a major impact on my topic. Further I summarise the 

reactions, on behalf of the philosophy, to psychoanalysis in general and in particular to the the 

object relation theory. I continue by by deeper explanation and analysis of the terms used. 

Major motivation of this part was the concept that the procedure of the knowledge is 

unseparable from the affective development.  

In the second chapter I select from the traditional Hegel interpretations those who might be a 

basis for the approach of this thesis on ’Hegel and the psychoanalyse’. I underscored that of 

Hyppolite who, I believe, is the forerunner of the present approach. 

Further in the the second chapter I provide an overview on those works who undertake to 

interpret the hegelian philosophy on a psychoanalitic basis, showing up the common traces of 

the two theories. 

The third part of this chapter, just like of the previous one, deals in depth with terminology. In 

the interpretation of the hegelian terms however I concentrate on finding links to 

psychoanalitic terminology, providing by this a new insight to them. Major motiv here as well 

as in the forthcoming chapters of text analysis was the trial to interpret the hegelian term of 

the ’bad infinity’.  
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I. Results 

Hegelian philosophy is accompanied by the problem of intermediation. This latter is also the 

objective of the psycholanalysis, materialised interpersonally, moving around the conscious 

thougths and the subconscious of the Patient (as well as of the Therapeute). Also the 

objective of the present thesis is to intermediate or at least to show up possibilities of the 

intermediation crossroads between hegelian philosophy and psychoanalitical thinking. Several 

viewpoints raised for me in this aspect as: 1. rationality and emotions, 2. commonness and 

laureatedness saying intermediation between 3. hegelian philosophy and psychoanalitical 

thinking.  

 

1. Rationality and Emotions 

Hegel himself undescores the possibilty even necessity of the intermediation between 

rationality and emotions. For the psychoanalysis, on the other hand, this intermediability is 

moreover thematised. Analysis of „affections” in the crossroad of the hegelian philosophy and 

psychoanalitical thinking is not solely an auxiliary element of a sort of comprehensive 

epistemology or of metaphysics, but the affections are inherent part of the procedure of 

knowledge. In this latter, major topic shall be the intermediation between the inner subjective 

and the outer world. Key term of this mediative process is the projective identification, 

introduced to the psychoanalitical thinking by Melanie Klein, further developped by W. Bion. In 

the thesis I point out that projective identification also plays a major role in the development of 

the Spirit, dealt by Hegel in his Encyclopedia.  

The basis of the experience and of the thinking processes is linked by W. Bionto the creation 

of emotions, their viability and manageability. Love, hate and knowledge make a true 

experience solely together, linked one to another. Winnicott describes the encounter of the 

’inner’and the ’outer’ by introducing the notion of transitional phenpomena: possibilty of 

knowledge and creativity depends on wheter there shall be a room for them. It is unavoidable 

for this the creation of the adequate emotional development as well as the renouncement from 

the feeling of omnipotentiality.  

 

2. Commonness and Laureatedness 

Bion says: „The person himself must be able differentiate between himself as an ordinary man 

and his own perception on his omnipotence” Intermediation here shall have the function of 

„make the person conscious about the distance between himself (his own idealised self, made 

super-ego) and himself (his own obstinate un-psychoanalysed self)”. I deambulate the track, 

following Hegel, leading from the insanity through the custom till the normailty. For 

Winnicottnálit the use of objects made permits the creation of the principle of reality, while for  

Bion the process of intermediation can be experienced throughout the term of transformation.  
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3. Hegel and the psyschoanalysis 

Hegel underscores that even the emotions themselves are able to grab the reality only on an 

obscure and immature way, they still essentially take part in the process of knowledge. 

Consequently for Hegel emotions badly need concepts and they must be driven on a 

conceptual level. Meanwhile psychoanalysis (still acknowledging all this) reveals that behind 

rationality, emotions determine our thinking on a disguised manner. Moreover, development of 

emotions constitutes the rationality having a major impact on the thinking process in general. 

Both of them say the same with different aspects: my role here was to approach the two 

approaches, to intermediate between them. 

 

II. Problems 

 

1. Causality 

 

Philosophers of scince argued against psychoanalisys finding in it a lack of the use of the 

scientific concept of causality.  In this paper I review the philosophical debate about the 

causality of psychoanalitical thought, and finely I conclude that in psychoanalysis there is an 

„almost – causality” defined by Deleuze. When a new moment appears in the life of the Spirit 

or in that of the patient, we can not find out its cause; it has not any cause, properly said. 

Almost it is like a wittgensteinian change of aspects. Transitions in the hegelian development 

of the Spirit are of the same nature. In the structure of the Aufhebung there are not causes to 

provocate modifications, in the sense that one speaks about causes in natural phenomena. 

The ’trick of the mind’ can also be defined as some event that modificates somehow the 

causality we were waiting for. Also in the movement of the psychical maturation can appear a 

change as an effect of the ’trick of the mind’, when the schisophrenic position turns in the 

depressive one. 

 

2. Paradox and philosophy (and the bad infinity) 

According to Winnicott and Hegel as well, the ’right’ approach to paradoxes should be not 

their revelation and further elimination but better is to leave them as they are, acknowledging 

them. However, the paradox of paradox is that this shall be an evidence for such an approach 

whose activity itself consists par excellence of dealing with the nature of paradoxes. Further 

the role of therapeute is similar to that of the phenomenogist: get rid of the commonness, 

challenging by this the evil of the bad infinity. He/she takes a risk: science say revealing 

paradoxes is important for him however the only warranty to find the way back to 

commonness is his personal belief to the value of this commonness.  

 


